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1. (a) Using a BNF grammar, define the syntax of the untyped lambda-calculus
(i.e. variables, lambda-abstraction, and application). [3 marks ]

(b) For each of the following pairs of expressions, indicate whether they are
α-equivalent.

if x then y else z ≡?
α if x then z else y (1)

λx.λy.λz.if x then y else z ≡?
α λx.λz.λy.if x then z else y (2)

λx.λy.x+ y ≡?
α λy. λz. y + z (3)

λx.λy.x+ y ≡?
α λx. λx. x+ y (4)

[4 marks ]

(c) Explain, in words, what is wrong with the following evaluation step, and
how to correct the problem.

(λx.λy.x+ y) (y + 1) 7→ (λy.(y + 1) + y)

[3 marks ]

(d) For each of the following three evaluation strategies, give a short definition
and list one advantage of each approach. [9 marks ]

i. Call-by-value

ii. Call-by-name

iii. Call-by-need

(e) Write the small-step operational semantics rules for call-by-name evaluation
for the untyped lambda-calculus. [6 marks ]
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2. (a) Consider the following syntax for expressions involving arrays:

e ::= · · · | array(e1, e2) | e1[e2] | e1[e2] := e3

The expression array(n, v) builds a new array of n elements initialized to
value v. The expression arr[i] dereferences array arr to get element i. Fi-
nally, the expression arr[i] := v updates array arr to set element i to v, and
returns a unit value ().

i. Assume the type of arrays of values of type τ is written array[τ ]. Give
appropriate typing rules for these constructs. [6 marks ]

ii. Give two possible subtyping rules for arrays, one illustrating covariant
subtyping and the other illustrating contravariant subtyping. [4 marks ]

iii. Explain whether subtyping for arrays should be covariant, contravari-
ant, both, or neither. [4 marks ]

(b) Consider the following Scala code, which involves both exceptions and mu-
table (var) variables:

var x = 0

object MyException extends Throwable

try {

try {

x = x + 1

throw MyException

x = x + 10

} catch {

case e: NullPointerException => x = x + 100

}

finally {

x = x + 1000

}

} catch {

case e: MyException => x = x + 10000

}

i. Explain, in words, what happens when the above code is executed. [4 marks ]

ii. In Scala, catch blocks are written using pattern matching against the
run-time type of the exception. What other features of Scala or Java
could be used to implement this? [2 marks ]

iii. What value does x have after the code is executed? [5 marks ]
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3. (a) Consider the following Scala code:

1 | val y = 0;

2 | class A(x: Int) {

3 | val z = x + y

4 | def f(x: String) = z

| }

5 | new A(y).f("z")

For each line, list all of the identifiers on the line and indicate whether they
are binding or bound occurrences. [5 marks ]

(b) Give a complete typing derivation for the following judgment, or argue that
the expression is not well-formed:

` ΛA.λx:bool.λy:A.λz:A.if x then y else z : ∀A.bool→ A→ A→ A

[9 marks ]

(c) In the C/C++/Java family of languages, the following do...while con-
struct is provided:

do {

stmt

} while (exp)

This will evaluate the statement stmt and then test the Boolean value of
expression exp; if the value is true, execution continues by evaluating the
do...while statement again, otherwise execution continues.

i. Give operational semantics rules for do...while statements (extending
the large-step semantics for while-programs) [6 marks ]

ii. Show how to express a single do { stmt } while (exp) statement in
terms of while and if ... then ... else. [5 marks ]
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